Rental Policy
At JC Strings, we believe the quality of the rental instrument is a crucial factor in the student's ability to learn to play any instrument. We
recently invested in a large inventory of brand new rental instruments to go along with our new retail store. Our philosophy is to invest in
higher quality instruments, replace the factory strings and bridges, and finely tune each instrument for all our rental students. All of our rental
instruments undergo the same professional setup with high quality German or Austrian strings, German tailpiece, and French bridge carved
in our shop.

Sizing and Policies
All JC strings Rentals can be exchanged for a different size as the student need arises. There is no charge to trade in an instrument for a
different one as needed. Rental fees up to $500 can be applied to the purchase of a new intermediate level and above instruments.
JC Strings policies are subject to change. Although we strive to keep the web pricing up to date, recent changes may not immediately be
reflected on this website. JC strings reserves the right to change store policies at any time. JC Strings reserves the right to refuse sales or
service to any customer. JC strings does not offer rain checks or guarantee pricing. Please call for latest rates.

Rental Agreement
Our rental agreement can be viewed and printed here. (right-click and save to download)

Violin Rentals
Standard Violins
Standard rentals are designed for the student that wants a well adjusted instrument to bring out their best sound. Standard rentals include
new German or Austrian strings (Pirastro or Dominant are typical), a German Wittner tailpiece, and a hand carved bridge from French bridge
stock. Standard rental charges are $25 per month with an optional $7 per month Loss Damage Waiver. These instruments are generally
rented month to month automatically until returned. Discounts are offered for a one tear up front rental or a ten month school year rental.

Viola Rentals
Sandard Viola
Standard rentals are designed for the student that wants a well adjusted instrument to bring out their best sound. Standard rentals include
new German or American strings (Pirastro or Helicore are typical), a German Wittner tailpiece, and a hand carved bridge from French bridge
stock. Standard rental charges are $30 per month with an optional $7 per month Loss Damage Waiver. These instruments are generally
rented month to month automatically until returned. Discounts are offered for a one tear up front rental or a ten month school year rental.

Cello Rentals
Standard Cello Rentals
Standard rentals are designed for the student that wants a well adjusted instrument to bring out their best sound. Standard rentals include
new American or Austrian strings (Helicore or Spirit are typical), a German Wittner tailpiece, and a hand carved bridge from French bridge
stock. Standard rental charges are $50 per month with an optional $9 per month Loss Damage Waiver. These instruments are generally
rented month to month automatically until returned. Discounts are offered for a one tear up front rental or a ten month school year rental.

Advanced Rentals
Advanced violins, violas, and celli are also available for the serious performer which. These instruments are priced
according to the make & model chosen.

Economy rentals
Due to the very low demand for Economy rentals, JC Strings has discontinued economy instruments
and has only a very limited quantity of select sizes.

